


”whilst this planet has 

been cycling on 

according to the fixed 

law of gravity, from so 

simple a beginning…. 

forms most wonderful 

have been and are being 

evolved"

Charles Darwin

































The Satellites of Jupiter

Io Europa Ganymede Callisto





Europa

Region 30km by 65km
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Exploring the Solar System

Saturn - Cassini-Huygens

Image of Titan by 

Cassini spacecraft Enhanced colour image of the rings 

of Saturn by Cassini spacecraft

http://www.esa.int/SPECIALS/Cassini-Huygens/SEM6G5W4QWD_0.html


Huygens Entry, Descent and Landing

























Star

Planet
We observe the motion of the Star 

and deduce the presence of a planet

Centre of

gravity



Earth Jupiter

20 Multi-planet

Systems, Sep 06



Launch March  09

NASA Kepler Mission







Other possible places for life in our Solar System

Halley’s CometEuropa

Mars

ALH84001 a meteorite from 

Mars

Titan



Things that 

make our Earth  special

• Stability of the Sun

• Size and location of the Earth

• Size of our Moon

• Size and position of Jupiter

• Time of formation of Sun

• Location in Galaxy





















HOW MUCH LIES BEYOND OUR HORIZON (1010 1.y distant)?

Cannot be sure of anything  beyond present causal horizon.

Moreover, topology could be complex or 'kaleidoscopic'.

But lack of discernible gradients across Hubble scale suggest that our 

universe extends for  > 1015 l.y

and  space could extend   > 10100 l.y

or even       >>>>>>

(replicas!)

Moreover, this immense could be the aftermath of just 

one big bang out of many (eternal inflation, braneworlds, etc)



BraneworldsÉ





Mammals

History of Life on Earth

Simple cells

prokaryotes

Structured cells

eukaryotes

Late Heavy

Bombardment





”not one living species 

will transmit its 

unaltered likeness to a 

distant futurity…. "

Charles Darwin

















Things that 

make our Earth  special

• Stability of the Sun

• Size and location of the Earth

• Size of our Moon

• Size and position of Jupiter

• Time of formation of Sun

• Location in Galaxy







Earth Jupiter

20 Multi-planet

Systems, Sep 06





Kepler Mission
•   Find the frequency of terrestrial planets in the Galaxy  

• Characterize the properties of inner planetary systems.  

• Determine the properties of stars (single & multiple) hosting 
planets.

• Discover terrestrial planets in habitable zones (or show that they 
are rare).

• Detect true Earth analogs

• A NULL result would also be very significant (frequency of 
stars with terrestrial planets is less than 5%)

Kepler is uniquely qualified to detect Earth-sized extrasolar 
planets!



Kepler Mission

Transit Method of Detection
March 2009 launch 







WMAP CBR SKY

Page et al; 2003



Cosmic Evolution -Cartoon

Well-understood nonlinear simulations
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Fluctuation generator

Fluctuation amplifier

(Graphics from Gary Hinshaw/WMAP team)

Brief History of 

the Universe



Prerequisites for complex cosmos

• Gravity -- but weaker the better (at least 

one very large number in physics)

• Non-trivial chemistry (‘tuning’ between 

nuclear and e-m forces)

• Matter/antimatter asymmetry

• ‘Tuned’ cosmic expansion rate

• Non-zero fluctuations in early universe









Kepler Mission Kepler Mission 





THE HIGHEST-REDSHIFT QUASARS

Becker et al. (2000)









Fluctuation generator

Fluctuation amplifier

(Graphics from Gary Hinshaw/WMAP team)

Brief History of 

the Universe





the challenges

• What is out there? Cosmic exploration.

• Interpreting phenomena in terms of known 
(and perhaps ‘new’) physics.

• How, from a ‘simple beginning’, did our 
Universe  evolve into its present complexity 
(stars, planets, people)?

• Can we understand, at a deeper level, why 
our  Universe is the way it is?







Just six numbers

Six constants of nature whose values must lie in an ‘anthropic’ range for life to emerge

1. D = 3            The number of spatial dimensions

2. G/E = 10-36 The ratio of gravitational to electrostatic force

3. S = 0.007     A measure of the strong force that binds nuclei

4. Total = 1      The density of matter/energy in space

5. Q= 0.00001  The scale of fluctuations in the microwave

background

6. = 0.7        Omega lambda, a measure of the vacuum 

energy of the universe

•Coincidence?

•Consequence? 

•Multiverse?









We know the DM power spectrum very well!







WMAP

The power-spectrum peak at

Exactly 1deg scale (2xMoon)

plus other constraints,

shows the geometry of the 

Universe is flat/Euclidian, 

as required for simple 

Inflation models

This means the mean 

mass-energy density is at

the critical value, so

Omega_total=1

But Omega_mass=0.25only.





He

D

Li

Calculations of 

the primal 

“cooking” of 

the chemical 

elements predict

Hydrogen

Helium

Lithium

etc, correctly!





He

D

Li

Calculations of 

the primal 

“cooking” of 

the chemical 

elements predict

Hydrogen

Helium

Lithium

etc, correctly!





Supermassive holes  grow 

from seed pregalactic BHs.

These seeds are incorporated 

in larger and larger halos, 

accreting gas and dynamically 

interacting  after mergers. 

Q uickTim e™ and a
G r aphics decom pr essor

ar e needed t o see t his pict ur e.

All models for first BHs predict 

a biased formation:  in the 

HIGHEST PEAKS OF DENSITY 

FLUCTUATIONS at z~20-30











3C31:

Optical
Radio



Fluctuation generator

Fluctuation amplifier

(Graphics from Gary Hinshaw/WMAP team)

Brief History of 

the Universe



Cosmic Evolution -Cartoon

Well-understood nonlinear simulations
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HOW MUCH LIES BEYOND OUR HORIZON (1010 1.y distant)?

Cannot be sure of anything  beyond present causal horizon.

Moreover, topology could be complex or 'kaleidoscopic'.

But lack of discernible gradients across Hubble scale suggest that our 

universe extends for  > 1015 l.y

and  space could extend   > 10100 l.y

or even       >>>>>>

(replicas!)

Moreover, this immense could be the aftermath of just 

one big bang out of many (eternal inflation, braneworlds, etc)







the challenge

• How, from a ‘beginning’ described by a few 

parameters, did our Universe  evolve into its 

present complexity?

• Can we understand, at a deeper level, why 

our  Universe is the way it is?





Life might not be based on water and carbon like we are.

Might use ammonia as the solvent.

Might use silicon.

The time scale might be much longer or much shorter. 

Our hearts beat once a second, 2 x 109 times before we 

die.

Can we be certain to recognise Life?



FLUCTUATION AMPLITUDE








 
 

T

T
Q ~10 5

Bound Systems* with Gravitational 

Binding Energy 
2QMc

(Virial Velocity          )       cQ 2
1

Max Non-:Linear Scale

Q1/2 x (Hubble Radius).

*Formation of Bound System Requires Expansion 

Factor of >~ Q-1 After System Enters Horizon.



AN ANAEMIC UNIVERSE (Q = 10-6)

Small loosely-bound galaxies form later than in our

universe; star formation is still possible, but

processed material is likely to be expelled from

shallow potential wells. There may be no second-

generation stars containing heavy elements, and so

no planetary systems at all.

If Q were significantly lower than 10-6, then gas

would be unable to cool with a Hubble time.*

In a -dominated universe, isolated clumps could survive for an 

infinite time without merging into a larger scale of hierarchy. So 

eventually, for any Q > 10-8, a ‘star’ could form – but by that time 

there would be merely one minihalo within the entire event horizon!



UNIVERSE WITH Q > 10-3

Monster overdensities (up to 1018 M


) condense out 

early enough that they trap the CMB radiation, and 

collapse as radiation-pressure-dominated hypermassive 

objects unable to fragment*. This leads to universe of 

vast holes, clustered on scales up to several percent of 

Hubble radius (and probably pervaded by intense „hard‟ 

radiation).

It isn‟t obvious that much baryonic material would ever 

go into stars.  (If so they would be in very compact 

highly bound systems.)

*This does not require pre-combination collapse. Collapse at (say) 

107 years would lead to sufficient partial reionization (via strong 

shocks) to recouple the baryons and CMB.



POSSIBLE UNIVERSE WITH Q = 10-4

*perhaps more interesting than ours!

Masses >~ 1014 M


condense at 3.108 yrs into huge disc

galaxies with orbital velocity ~2000 km/sec (gas would

cool efficiently via Compton cooling, leading probably

to efficient star formation).

These would, after 1010 yrs, be in clusters of

>~ 1016 M


.

There would be a larger range of non-linear scales than

in our actual universe. Only possible „disfavouring‟

feature is that stellar systems may be too packed

together to permit unperturbed planetary orbits.





the challenges

• What is out there? Cosmic exploration.

• Interpreting phenomena in terms of known 
(and perhaps ‘new’) physics.

• How, from a ‘simple beginning’, did our 
Universe  evolve into its present complexity 
(stars, planets, people)?

• Can we understand, at a deeper level, why 
our  Universe is the way it is?
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The Big Bang

The History of the Universe
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Gliese 581, distance 20 Ly

Sunday Times, 29 April 2007



Figure 2. This shows in a two-dimensional parameter space  and Q. The

upper and lower limits to Q are discussed by Tegmark and Rees (1998). The

upper limit to  stems from the requirement that galactic-mass bound systems

should form before the universe enters its accelerating de Sitter phase. Our

universe (obviously) lies in the anthropically-allowed domain. But we cannot

say whether it is at a typical location within that domain without a specific

model for the probability distributions of Q and  in the ensemble.



What do we mean by life?

Single-celled

Multi-celled

Conscious

Communicating

Technologically advanced



Too Hot

Too Cold

E

Gliese 581c

J






